800 kg

OUR RANGE

THE HAZIBAG BENCHMARK
This 200 litre Hazibag is the latest addition to the
Hazibag product range, certified for packing groups
II & III solid dangerous goods. It has a safe working
load of 250 kg. and was designed as an alternative
solution to the 200 litre IBC drum.
Due to its compact size this Hazibag offers incredible
space saving for transport and storage, with its
dimensions carefully thought to perfectly fit 4 bags in
one euro pallet (0.60 x 0.40 x 0.85 m). They can also
be stacked 5 high.
Even though the 200 litre Hazibag is very new to the
market it is already another one of our best sellers.
Made of grade 5 woven polypropylene, 190gsm plus
40gsm heat pressed coating, this Hazibag also comes
with a 200 micron liner.
Just like all other Hazibags this one is also certified
through the National Australian Testing Authority
system which is totally independent from company
affiliations.
All Hazibags now come with a built-in and absolutely
free tracking feature. Easily integrated with existing
procedures, this seamless application will solve
many problems. You will finally gain control over
your shipments! No more lost consignments. No
more illegal dumbing. Complete accountability from
dispatch to the final destination. This unique Hazibag
feature will revolutionize the UN FIBC world.

Hazibag with its exceptional quality, versatility, time
and cost savings associated with its use, is setting a
new benchmark in the UN FIBC market.
Providing a product and service standard, well above
all industry norms and requirements every Hazibag is
covered by worldwide public and product liability
insurance.
The Hazibags are manufactured in an ISO 9001 : 2000
certified facility assuring quality control during and
post production. Every single Hazibag is individually
checked to ensure the absence of any defects.
Hazibag’s stand alone, self-supporting construction
makes the filling process extremely easy and of
course it also eliminates the need for supporting
frames.
Hazibag is the one product that can be safely used
for the containment and transport of all solid dangerous goods packing groups II & III:
•Class 4.1
•Class 5.2

•Class 4.2
•Class 6.1

•Class 4.3
•Class 8

•Class 5.1
•Class 9

Note: The use of FIBC’s for dangerous goods of the above classes
is permitted only in accordance with the UN recomendations and
the regulations of the IMDG Code for the trasport by sea, the ADR
for transport by road and RID for transport by rail.

Also availabe with a complete oil spill kit.
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THE 200 LITRE HAZIBAG

PACKING GROUPS II & III SOLID DANGEROUS GOODS
SWL 250 KG

